




The Specialist of GingerbreadThe Specialist Gingerbread
Top quality honey and a delicate balance 
of 7 secret spices create the unmistakable 
favour of gingerbread. 
Cardamom, cinnamon, cloves...
can you guess what’s in the recipe?

Honey kougelhopf in a gift boxGertwiller iced fi ngersAlsatian Forest honey gingerbread

Traditional spice bread loaf Ginger loaf Cherry and almonds loaf



Small Alsatian Cakes and Biscuits

Cinnamon stars Hansi decorated round tin Chocolate almond spritz4-fruit macaroon Biscuit assortmentOrange and marzipan

ALMONDS SPRITZ 

Small Alsatian Cakes and Biscuits
Alsace’s kitchens are bustling places during Advent, where bredeles, 
small forentines and plenty of other tasty treats are all prepared.
They can now be found all year round....
to the delight of those with a sweet tooth!



Traditional Tin Box

Hansi red sugar bowl 
fi lled with biscuits

Uncle Hansi’s Biscuit Factory red 
dispenser tin fi lled with biscuits

Uncle Hansi’s 
Biscuit Factor Black 

Coffee tin with Hansi 
«Baking» decoration

Hansi decorated round tin

Large biscuit tin with Hansi 
decoration

Biscuit tin with Hansi decorationSugar tin with 
Hansi decoration

Sugar tin with Hansi «Going 
for a walk» decoration

Traditional Tin Box
These assortment boxes will delight the whole 
family. There’s a flavour for everyone...
at a price that is simply irresistible!
A delicious gift idea.



For Children

Decorate-you-own “Mannele“
gingerbread man

The “all soft“ Mannelle
ans its spices breads

Decorate-you-own “Mannele“ 
gingerbread man

Treasure chest Gingerbread-fl avoured syrupFor Children
Gingerbread is king in the wonderful world of childhood. 
Lightly sweetened and fragranced, it delights both young and old!
Tasty homemade treats; allow your budding gourmets to unleash their creativity!
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GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION

2 PRODUCTION SITES:

GERTWILLER ET ENSISHEIM
 

YOUR CONTACT PERSONS AT 
THE GINGERBREAD FACTORY

CEO: 
STEVE RISCH
s.risch@fortwenger.fr

SALES MANAGER FOR FRANCE: 
JOËLLE WESPISER WETTING
joelle@fortwenger.fr

EXPORT MANAGER: 
SINAN YAVAS
s.yavas@fortwenger.fr

QUALITY MANAGER: 
ELLORA GANGLOFF
e.gangloff@fortwenger.fr

6 BOUTIQUES FORTWENGER

GERTWILLER

KAYSERSBERG

ROPPENHEIM

RIQUEWIHR

COLMAR

    STRABOURG 

CONTACT US

FORTWENGER SA
44 route de Strasbourg
67140 Gertwiller
+33 (0) 88 08 96 06
www. fortwenger.fr


